
 

Curdworth Primary School 

 Curdworth Primary is privileged to serve a thriving local community; where what we do is led 

by the children, for the children. As a result of our innovative, ambitious educational offer, 

children leave our school equipped with the tools to continue to thrive and grow, when 

taking their next steps into the wider world.  

We are a small school, with big opportunities. 

 

The School Day - Reception 

  

 

 

 

8:45am  

Gates are opened to the playground. The children will line up on the KS1 playground and wait for 

their teacher to collect them. For the first 3 weeks, parents will walk with their child onto the KS1 

playground and stay with their child whilst they line up. After this, we will ask parents to drop their 

child off on the playground and leave them to line up. We will eventually end up with parents 

dropping the children off at the gate like the rest of KS1. 

(We will inform you when these drop off changes are happening)  

8:55am 
Doors are closed and registration takes place. Any children arriving after this time must report to the 

school office. A reason for being late must be given and the late book signed.  

8:55am Morning learning begins with phonics (learning to read), provision and our story of the week. 

10:45am  
Playtime – for the first 6 weeks, the children will have snack and milk inside rather than join KS1 for 

playtime. 

11.am  Morning learning continues: maths, provision, Marathon Kids (daily exercise). 

11:45pm 

Lunch in the hall - during the settling in period the children will go for lunch 15 minutes earlier, before 

the other school children. This is so they have time to get familiar with the hall, collecting their food 

and cutlery, and cutting and eating their food independently. 

The class teacher and lunchtime supervisors will be on hand to support.  

1pm 

Afternoon learning begins: mastering number, provision. 

1 x afternoon children will part take in PE lessons 

1 x afternoon children will part take in Forest School 

Music, PSHE and Understanding The World (topic) is also taught in the afternoons. 

2:45pm 

Assembly (whole school or classroom based) – for the first 6 weeks, the children will have assemblies 

in the classroom so that they still are included but without sitting in the hall with the rest of the school. 

Curdworth Champion Assembly is held on a Friday afternoon. 

3:15pm 

Home time 

The gate will open a couple of minutes before for parents to wait on the playground. We will release 

the children from the first shutter, directly opposite the playground. Any changes to the approved list 

of collectors, needs to be known by the office or class teacher.  

4.20pm 
After school club collection. 

If your child joins an after school club, collection will be from the main pedestrian gate. 

 


